Dear Members and Friends,

Given the current situation with the Corona crisis (COVID 19), most events are being canceled, rescheduled or changed to virtual programming online. Not everyone has contacted us with changes so please check to see if an event you wish to participate in will still take place as scheduled. Please check out the Announcements section for more virtual programs.

We again pause to observe Yom Hashoah and remember those murdered in the Holocaust. At this time we always remind you there are survivors in financial need and Holocaust related institutions are working hard to carry on the legacy of our families and teach about this history. If you feel well-served by GSI, pass it forward. Please make a donation to a social service agency that assists survivors or to an educational / commemorative organization of your choice.

As the whole world goes through this Corona Virus pandemic, we hope you, your families and friends stay healthy and safe. For the survivors and their children who are advanced in years / have medical conditions, if you need help getting food and medicine please contact your local Jewish social service agency or synagogue. Many Jewish organizations have volunteers available to help you.

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and/or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our *GSI* website at [www.genshoah.org](http://www.genshoah.org) for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

*GSI* has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at [www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/). Joining Facebook is free and easy: [www.facebook.com](http://www.facebook.com).

### ANNOUNCEMENTS

*#TogetherWeRemember Coalition* is aligning the efforts of museums and centers virtually throughout April's Genocide Awareness Month:

- **TWR Website:** See here for the full experience of arriving to our website, which serves not only as a resource hub and calendar, but also a virtual memorial to victims of and upstanders to identity-based violence.

- **Virtual Event Calendar:** A central portal where you can highlight your virtual programs throughout April. [Submit events via this form](#).

- **Virtual Playbook:** Guidance for shifting your previously cancelled programs into virtual experiences. Reach out for extra support.

- **Virtual Resource Hub:** A hub of hubs to make it easy for students, educators, parents, and others to find the resources they need to foster education and engagement during the era of social distancing.

Note: all times listed on this site are Eastern Time (US)

### UPCOMING CONFERENCES

**Holocaust & Genocide Studies Conference**  
October 21 – 23, 2020  
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN  
For more: [Hologen.Conference@mtsu.edu](mailto:Hologen.Conference@mtsu.edu)

**Non-German Camps During the Holocaust Period**  
December 7 – 10, 2020  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Teaching the Holocaust in Comparative Context, Part II: Teaching Atrocities with Testimonies, Art, and Artifacts
April 6, 2020   9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Petrowski Room, Marsh Hall, Central Campus, Salem State University, 71 Loring Ave, Salem, MA
For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

Remembering & Rethinking
The International Forum on the Second Generation
April 21 – 22, 2020
Chelsea Football Club, London, UK

American Heroes & Rescuers
May 13, 2020   9:00 am – 12:30 pm
Collins Arena, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice
June 1 – 12, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Confronting Difficult Issues Around Religion and the Holocaust
June 15 – 19, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Fifth European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilisation
June 29 – July 9, 2020
Royal Holloway Campus, Egham, Surrey, UK
For more: imogen.dalziel.2013@live.rhul.ac.uk.

Silverman Latin American Summer Institute 2020:
Holocaust, Human Rights and Social Justice
July 14 – 17, 2020
Holocaust Museum Houston, Houston, TX

Summer Workshop for Scholars
July 20 – 22, 2020
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

ASU Summer Symposium on Children in the Holocaust
July 25 – 30, 2020
Plemmons Student Union, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
UPCOMING EVENTS

Now - April 10, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage Recorded Event,  New York, NY

Now - April 10, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage Recorded Event,  New York, NY
Yiddish Humor During WWII with University of Toronto Professor of Yiddish Studies Anna Shternshis.  https://mjhnc.org/events/yiddish-humor-during-wwii/

Now – April 10, 2020—Blacksburg, VA, Chicago Heights, IL, Boseman, MT, Spokane, WA
Americans and the Holocaust: A Traveling Exhibition for Libraries

Now – May 29, 2020 and September 1 – December 18, 2020—Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life, University of California, Berkley, CA
In Real Times. Arthur Szyk: Art and Human Rights (1926 - 1951)

USHMM exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Now – May 31, 2020—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibition: Israel Then & Now featuring the authentic flag from the Exodus. Fees. For more: education@hdec.org | (954) 929-5690 x 304.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Now – August 16, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now—August 30, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.The NY Times recommends visiting the Museum's website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Now – October 18, 2020—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

April 6, 2020, 11:00 am —Kean University Digital Event via Zoom, Union, NJ
A discussion with Holocaust Survivor Maud Dahme. To receive Zoom URL, please RSVP to Dr. Adara Goldberg, agoldber@kean.edu
April 7, 2020, 4:30 pm—Manninen Center for the Arts, Endicott College, 376 Hale St., Beverly, MA
Research discussion on antisemitism, race, discrimination, and teaching using art, and artifacts with artist Renee Billingslea. For more information: chgs@salemstate.edu.

April 19, 2020, 1:00 pm—Congregation B’nai Tzedek, 10621 S. Glen Rd, Potomac, MD
Yom Hashoah Holocaust Commemoration. Unto Every Person There is a Name ceremony at 1:00, community commemoration begins at 2:15. Will be livestreamed.

April 19, 2020, 1:30 pm—Beth Hillel Bnai Emunah, Wilmette, IL
Community-wide Yom HaShoah Commemoration. Remarks by civic and political leaders, spoken word and musical performance, and a candle lighting by Holocaust survivors and their descendants will take place. Free to the public. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 19, 2020, 2:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage Virtual Presentation, New York, NY
Annual Gathering of Remembrance, New York’s largest Holocaust commemoration, in observance of Yom HaShoah.

April 19, 2020, 4:30 pm—Pozez JCC of Northern VA, 8900 Little River Trnpk, Fairfax, VA
Yom Hashoah Commemoration. Unto Every Person There is a Name, name reading ceremony begins at 4:40, community commemoration begins at 6:00 pm.

April 19, 2020, 5:00 pm—Temple Sinai, Las Vegas, NV
Virtual Yom Hashoah Commemoration with guest speakers Eric Lichtblau and Eli Rosenbaum. For more information: genshoah1@cox.net.

April 20, 2020, 7:00 pm—Beth Haverim Shir Shalom, 280 Ramapo Valley Rd, Mahwah, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemorative Concert

April 21, 2020, 9:30 am ET—Webinar / Online Commemoration
Virtual Commemoration of Yom HaShoah via Facebook Live! Go to the Chhange Facebook for an interactive discussion of the importance of Survivor Testimony, as well as video footage of Holocaust Survivors sharing their histories and a candle-lighting ceremony featuring Holocaust Survivors from throughout New Jersey.

April 23, 2020, 6:00 pm— Bayonne City Hall, Bayonne, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Music of Faith, Conviction and Courage with Tamara Reps Freeman, Holocaust ethnomusicologist and concert violist.

April 27, 2020, 7:00 pm— Higgins Middle School, 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony. For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

April 29, 2020, 10:00 am—St. George Theatre, 35 Hyatt Street, Staten Island, NY
Performed by Wagner College theater students, Rising Up tells the true stories of six Holocaust survivors from Staten Island as they recall their happier days before the war and life in ghettos and camps, with original songs and words drawn from actual testimony. Explore how youth
resisted the Nazis from forging ration cards to smuggling guns into the Warsaw Ghetto and why it matters today. To purchase tickets: https://stgeorgetheatre.com/2019-2020-live-performances/

April 29, 2020, noon and 6:30 pm—Central Library of Rochester & Monroe, 115 South Ave, Rochester, NY

**Deadly Medicine: The Complicity of Physicians**

May 4, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills / Millburn - Center for Jewish Life, 650 South Orange Ave, Short Hills, NJ
Survivor Series featuring Gerda Bikales, author of *Through the Valley of the Shadow of Death*. For more information: 973-535-1800

May 11 – June 22, 2020—Rocky Mount, NC, Marshalltown, IA, Bismarck, ND, Juneau, AK

**Americans and the Holocaust: A Traveling Exhibition for Libraries.**

June 1, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills / Millburn - Center for Jewish Life, 650 South Orange Ave, Short Hills, NJ
Survivor Series featuring Nathan Kasdan, author of *The Fields Have Eyes*. For more information: 973-535-1800

---

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

Arolsen Archives

Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

**FYI...** From the Museum of Jewish Heritage: A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

We hope you and your loved ones are safe and well during this difficult time. Thank you for being a part of the Museum community. Staying connected is essential to getting through this. We are committed to ensuring the Museum’s resources are available to you, including launching a weekly newsletter that will inform you about livestream events and many other resources. The Museum's educational resources and YouTube channel are available 24 hours a day.

We invite you to stay in touch with us through the Museum's Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, our blog, and website.

If you have questions or comments about our virtual offerings, or just want to say hello, please comment on our social media or send us an email. The Museum has put out a call for submissions for digital public programs from scholars, thought leaders, authors, artists, and community members. Please submit your ideas for digital public programs to be broadcast on the Museum's Facebook page.

If you like the content we provide, please forward this information to friends and family. They can sign up to receive our newsletter.

Stay well and we look forward to sharing our work with you online.
FYI… From Yad Vashem: Unto Every Person There is a Name materials have been amended to reflect current circumstances and the need for online name-recitation.

Also from Yad Vashem: Learn from home.

FYI… Those Who Were There: Voices from the Holocaust. The only podcast dedicated to sharing the history of the Holocaust through the first-hand testimonies of survivors and witnesses, Those Who Were There: Voices from the Holocaust draws on recorded interviews from Yale University’s Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies.

FYI… Free online screenings:
- Defiant Requiem (Terezin)
- Ted Green (producer) and WFYI have offered an opportunity to view the 56 minute educational version of Eva: A-7063

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news… Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

$5 Million Fund to Help Elderly, Holocaust Survivors Cope with Coronavirus
Jewish foundation pledges a million euros to help Holocaust survivors
Krispy Kreme owners pledge £135,000 to Jewish Care for survivors during virus
Alfred Landecker Foundation offers emergency aid for Holocaust survivors affected by COVID-19
German foundation gives million euros to help Holocaust survivors amid pandemic
Arolsen Archives and Fortunoff Video Archive Launch Joint Project
IHRA calls for preservation of Holocaust memory, protecting survivors against backdrop of coronavirus pandemic
Why the Holocaust is different than other genocides
Auschwitz: Women used different survival and sabotage strategies than men at Nazi death camp
Never again – Holocaust Remembrance And Its’ Moral Impetus
National Governments Are Trying to Rewrite Holocaust History
Times Require Renewed Focus On Fighting Hate
March of the Living fate’s unclear as Poland gets first coronavirus case
Brief / March of the Living program in Poland postponed due to coronavirus
Holocaust film ‘Persian Lessons’ to be released in US after Berlin premiere
European floats depict vermin, chimneys, poison gas, bags of money …
Watch: Eerie Connection Between Purim, Prophecy and Hitler

Argentina
List found of 12,000 Nazis in Argentina with money in Swiss bank
List of thousands of Nazi war criminals uncovered in Argentina
Wiesenthal Center obtains list of Nazis in Argentina with Credit Suisse accounts

Australia
Childhood loss and hope
Compulsory Holocaust education for schools
Frydenberg: ‘Never again’ a collective duty
Jewish Holocaust Centre on the move
Neo-Nazis ‘a real threat’
‘Open outburst of pure neo-Nazi hate’
State governments must act
Nazi material pulled
‘Swastikas should have rung alarm bells’

Austria
Simon Wiesenthal’s granddaughter leads march marking 75 years since Mauthausen’s liberation
Nazi-hunter’s granddaughter marks 75 years since Mauthausen’s liberation

Belgium
From Belgium, with shame
9 historians resign from Belgian Holocaust museum over plan to honor anti-Israel activist
Lawmakers worry about the future of Belgium’s Holocaust museum after historians resign in Israel spat
Unusual friendship between Holocaust survivor and ‘son of a Nazi’ in Belgium (AFP)

Brazil
Jewish man attacked in São Paulo once attackers saw his kippah - The Jerusalem Post
Brief / Brazilian high-schoolers perform Nazi salute in class

Bulgaria
Bulgaria commemorates Holocaust victims and heroes
Canada

Farber: Nazi glorification, anti-Semitism on the rise as Holocaust survivors pass away

Holocaust survivor hid in plain sight

Fort Ontario Conference April 25, 26, focuses on Holocaust and Fort Ontario Refugee Shelter

The Life of Clara Geisman, Jewish Holocaust Survivor | News

From orphaned Holocaust survivor to life-long activist | CBC News

A survivor’s story retold as a musical symphony

Photographing Europe’s lost Jewish heritage

Show focuses on Holocaust, residential school survivors’ trauma, recovery

Croatia

Croatia hosts art exhibition in memory of Holocaust victims

France

The Righteous Mayor of Vibraye

This French Woman Risked Her Life to Document Nazi Theft

French Holocaust survivor and fashion tycoon Maurice Bidermann dies at 87

Murdered French Jewish Holocaust Survivor Remembered on Tw-Year Anniversary of Death

Roman Polanski wins French Oscar amid #MeToo protests

Jewish Cemeteries Are Threatened. These People Are Guarding Them.

Newly translated from French, these two Holocaust memoirs are a treasure

Germany

Last German ‘Righteous Among Nations’ Dies, Risked Life to Save Jew

A Sobering Look at How Quickly Hitler Transformed Germany

Eichmann's Dare: Save 600 Jewish Children in 6 Days

75th anniversary of the liberation of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp postponed due to coronavirus

Albert Speer and the myth of 'the good Nazi' | DW | 18.03.2020

Descendants of Nazi victims continue fight for German citizenship | DW | 12.02.2020

Article 116: The fight for German citizenship | DW | 12.02.2020

Brief / Holocaust memorials set in pavement in Berlin in memory of Jews deported

Germany's WWII surrender: Should May 8 be a public holiday? | DW | 08.02.2020

Germany to assume chair of IHRA for 1 year; will fight Holocaust denial

Germany will take on the IHRA presidency with enormous political dedication
She Tracked Nazi-Looted Art. She Quit When No One Returned It
Holocaust survivor says Germans have not learned from the past
Disgusting anti-Semitic graffiti at German Holocaust memorial
Purim at Goebbels’ Castle
Incredible Parallels Between the Purim Story and the Nazi Trials
His comedy mocks Germany’s history, but he’s thinking about leaving
Brief / Germany raids homes linked to neo-Nazi movement, bans anti-Semitic group

Hungary
Eva Szekely, who used swimming to survive Holocaust, dies at 92
Holocaust survivor to Olympic gold: the remarkable life of Eva Szekely

Iran
Watch: How Over 700 Jewish Children Escaped the Holocaust Via Iran in 1943
Iranian Holocaust Denier Peddles Coronavirus Conspiracy Theories
Organizer of Iran Regime’s Holocaust Caricature Contest Now Peddling Coronavirus Conspiracy Theories

Israel
88-year-old Holocaust survivor from Jerusalem is Israel's first coronavirus fatality
Holocaust Survivor Is First Coronavirus Death In Israel
Israel Mourns First Corona Death: 88-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor
Israel’s first virus fatality named as 88-year old Holocaust survivor Aryeh Even
In the end, Holocaust survivor couldn’t outlast virus, becoming Israel’s first COVID-19 fatality
Pro-Palestinian Activist Sneers at Holocaust Survivor Who Died of Coronavirus
People Have Endured Far Worse… And We Should Know
Does the Holocaust still shape our Jewish identity?
Holocaust survivor celebrates 97th birthday amid coronavirus pandemic
Still Smiling! Holocaust Survivor, 97, Celebrates Birthday Without Family Amid Coronavirus Lockdown
Hebrew University professor awarded 'math Nobel'
Echoing kindness: Yehuda Kohn and Bet Elazraki Children’s Home
Trying to Understand the Holocaust
Tangled roots: What’s become of the Sugihara Righteous Forest?
Holocaust survivor who saw his family murdered found 'only one solution – vengeance'
Seized by Nazis, found in Israel, ‘Immortal Piano’ expected to fetch $1m

A place of memory for the Holocaust

A Comedian Confronts Holocaust Denial. Seriously

Arias of Auschwitz: an opera by Thai composer

Picasso, Dior, Auschwitz and an ayatollah: Uncovering a secret Jewish family history

Another take on the world post-Holocaust

Italy

Benito Mussolini saved my life - The Jerusalem Post

Former leader of Milan Jewish community dies of coronavirus

101-Year-Old Holocaust And Spanish Flu Survivor Just Beat COVID-19

Italian Man, 101, Beats the Odds as Country’s Corona Death Count Passes 10,000

Japan

Tangled Roots: What’s Become of the Sugihara Righteous Forest?

Exploring Japan's Jewish history

Lithuania

Memoir preserves the memory of Lithuanian Jews

Netherlands

The Dutch psychiatrist who treated traumatized Holocaust survivors with LSD

New Zealand

Poignancy And Controversy In Holocaust Commemorations

Poland

Aging Poles who rescued Jews during the Holocaust are at risk from the coronavirus. So this Jewish group is delivering food to them. - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

Honoring a Polish Jew who tried to save fellow Jews from Nazis

New archive reveals Polish diplomats helped Jews escape the Holocaust

New archive reveals how Polish diplomats helped Jews escape Holocaust to Latin America

Researchers find Nazi photo album bound with human skin | The Times of Israel

Nazi photo album made from human skin is discovered

Polish Bernese group tried to save thousands of Jews in Holocaust

The hero insurgent who interviewed a Nazi monster after they found themselves sharing a Stalinist cell
Gone but not forgotten: Warsaw’s largest hiding place for WWII Jews remembered
Auschwitz museum calls to halt visits from countries infected with virus
Auschwitz museum does not want visitors from countries affected by coronavirus
Auschwitz Memorial closes to visitors over coronavirus fears
Brief / Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial closed for two weeks due to coronavirus
New director of Poland’s Jewish museum vows independence
I went to Poland to research my family’s history. I found a new generation to tell it to.
Far-right lawmaker in Poland says natural selection at pogroms made Jews powerful
Polish MP says pogroms were good for Jews, assisted natural selection
Polish lawmaker: Natural selection at Auschwitz made Jews powerful

Romania
Brief / Romania appoints official to combat anti-Semitism, commemorate Holocaust

Russia
Moscow Jewish Museum Launches Online Exhibition on Love During Holocaust

Serbia
Serbian MPs Vote for New Holocaust Memorial in Belgrade

Spain
At another Spanish carnival, dancers equate Jews and Nazis alongside train and Auschwitz floats
Shocking: Sick Parade of Anti-Semites Dressed in Half Hitler, Half Holocaust Victim Costumes

Switzerland
Honoring a Polish Jew who tried to save fellow Jews from Nazis
Swiss Museum Settles Claim Over Art Trove Acquired in Nazi Era

UK
Holocaust survivor who spent 3 years 'hiding in a well' condemns moaning about quarantine
Major Leonard Berney's son on Belsen concentration camp
Jewish veterans postpone trip to Bergen-Belsen due to virus fears
Female photographers who escaped Nazi persecution - in pictures
Dentist Shares Experience As A Holocaust Survivor
She fled the Nazis, only to face a new challenge: being accepted in academia.
Living with the ghost of my grandfather, a German Jewish football icon
Kindertransport founder’s daughter on second generation conference lineup

The real story of how hundreds of young Holocaust survivors were rehabilitated in postwar Britain

Hadley Freeman Shares Mysteries of a Family History in 'House of Glass' | Jewish Journal

The family secrets found in a shoebox

York to commemorate Holocaust and medieval massacre of its Jews

Holocaust coverage a reminder of the BBC’s unique status

Brave Luton man’s memories included in Yad Vashem museum to ensure the Holocaust is not forgotten

Brown: Chasing Echoes is an engrossing tale of Holocaust legacy

My father’s secret past

What it’s like to be a teen in the Holocaust

Holocaust charity cancels overseas educational trips

UK Holocaust group receives million-dollar grant to tackle identity violence in Africa

Ukraine

Kyiv court postpones celebration of Nazi collaborators

USA

America’s largest population of Holocaust survivors is endangered by the coronavirus (Tablet)

The Mission to Hunt Nazis Has Become a Race Against Time

Real-life Nazi hunter Eli Rosenbaum reflects on 40 years of service (Jewish Insider)

Operation Paperclip: The Truth about Bringing Nazi Scientists to America

Ex-Nazi concentration camp guard, living in U.S. since 1959 ...

Ex-Nazi guard Friedrich Karl Berger faces deportation: Index ...

Ex-Nazi living in U.S. for decades to be deported - KTAR.com

Ex-Nazi camp guard living in Tennessee to be deported to ...

Former Nazi camp guard, 94, who lived in US for years, to be deported

Judge orders former Nazi concentration camp guard to be removed from the US

US to deport Nazi concentration camp guard | News | DW ...

US court orders deportation of ex-Nazi camp guard

US orders deportation of former Nazi camp guard to Germany

Brief / US to deport former Nazi concentration-camp guard living in Tennessee

Did FDR Really Abandon the Jews of Europe? » Mosaic
Who got America to the moon? An unlikely collaboration of Jewish and former Nazi scientists and engineers (Los Angeles Times)
9 incredible donations to the US Holocaust Museum from New York family artifacts
U.S. Supreme Court's Silence On Nazi Art Theft Fails Holocaust Survivors
White nationalist unfurls Nazi flag at Bernie Sanders rally in Arizona | The Times of Israel
Bernie Sanders lost family in the Holocaust. The Nazi flag at his rally was personal.
Watch: Protester Raises Nazi Flag at Sanders Rally
Bernie Sanders’ Florida campaign office vandalized with swastikas
Whitewashing the Holocaust, antisemitism and Bernie Sanders
Brief / Illinois GOP advocates against neo-Nazi, Holocaust-denier running for Congress
Growing Support for ‘Never Again’ Holocaust Education Program Among US Senators
‘We rehearse for this all the time’: Holocaust survivors face coronavirus with grit and humor.
Vital meals help Holocaust survivors amid coronavirus crisis
Opinion: Growing up the child of Holocaust survivors prepared me for this pandemic
The urgency of remembering the Holocaust
The Builders - Tablet Magazine
6 Million and Me: The Search for a Forgotten Ancestry | Jewish Journal
‘The Holocaust Will Come Back to You!’ Anti-Zionists Scream at AIPAC Event
Holocaust rescuer who saved 56 families dies of coronavirus at 92
Brief / Holocaust survivor who delivered US House prayer dies of coronavirus at 91
NYC Rabbi ‘Romi” Cohn, a Holocaust survivor, dies of coronavirus complication at 91
Coronavirus claims life of Staten Island Holocaust hero, 91
Greta Beer, whose efforts helped spur a $1.25 billion settlement for Holocaust victims and their heirs, dies at 98
Henry J. Abraham, U-Va. professor, scholar of Supreme Court history, dies at 98
Alvin Fisher, who envisioned Baltimore’s Holocaust Memorial, dies
Magda Fischel Levy, artist and Holocaust survivor, dies at 97
Holocaust survivor shares story for documentary before passing
Sara Lewin Obituary - Boston, MA | Boston Herald - Legacy.com
Holocaust survivor lives on in emotional exhibition
Holocaust survivor, Anne Frank’s stepsister, visits the SCV
Holocaust survivors share stories with students
The Jewish Race-Car Driver Who Outpaced the Nazis
Determined: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham Perlmutter
Aharon Appelfeld’s Legends of Home

Holocaust survivor Anneliese Nossbaum returned to Auschwitz for a final reckoning. It was the last journey of her life.

They Survived the Spanish Flu, the Depression and the Holocaust

In this moment of fear, a story of hope from Holocaust survivors

A Holocaust Survivor in Quarantine

Holocaust survivor’s book applies in these times

West Palm Beach Holocaust Survivor - Marie Steinaway

A post-Kristallnacht escape by ‘the bravest person I know’ – J.

Holocaust observance Spokane events canceled but essay and art contests still on

Stitched & Sewn: The Life-Saving Art of Holocaust Survivor Trudie Strobel

Local filmmaker brings virtual reality to D.C. Holocaust museum

Women’s History Month at NYC’s Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust

Holocaust education in the heart of Tennessee

Amid Rising Anti-Semitism, Holocaust Education Expands To Address Hate

Emery: Holocaust Education Will Inoculate Future Generations Against Hate – The Daily Utah Chronicle

'It still haunts him:' Man helps Holocaust survivor with apartment renovation

A Czech woman’s journey through the Holocaust - San Diego Jewish World

Holocaust survivor tells students to speak out against racism

New Jersey Middle School Students Keep Holocaust Memories Alive With Documentaries on Survivors

Lecture at Holocaust Memorial Center tells story of accused war criminal Demjanjuk

Kindertransport can teach us about family separation at U.S. border

Bill To Expand Holocaust Education Advances To Senate Floor

Senators debate adding Holocaust, slavery to Nebraska education standards

Resolution calls on Utah public schools to emphasize study of Holocaust, genocide

Holocaust education could help combat rise in anti-Semitism, expert says

The Holocaust Comes to a Vote

Holocaust Education Initiative releases first set of free instructional material | Penn State University

Oakland County Sheriff’s Office visits Holocaust museum in Farmington Hills

Holocaust Survivor To Speak At Brighton Library

Holocaust survivor shares her story, encourages young people to find joy | Simi Valley Acorn
Newton Love Stories: Holocaust survivor, fellow doctor inseparable for 57 years
Holocaust survivors share their stories with the Elon community
Holocaust survivor tells of escape from a death march
Holocaust survivor Roman Frayman: 'Don't ever say, "I'm not Jewish'''
Eva Schloss, stepsister of Anne Frank, recounts her Holocaust story
Bay Area Holocaust Survivor Shares His Inspiring Escape Story With Thousands
Holocaust Survivor Speaks to Students at HHRS
“How Did You Survive? Holocaust Education Pop-Up Exhibit” Launches in Southern Nevada
Hidden child of the Holocaust reflects 75 years post-liberation
Beachwood Holocaust survivor inspires local teens to author new children's book
Holocaust speaker to appear at Britt Library
Holocaust Survivors Share Their Stories with Valencia High School Students
How to teach the lessons of the Holocaust in the school classroom
Florida Holocaust Museum begins online educational programs
Holocaust survivor, veteran left his mark in Sumter area
‘Each One of Us Is a Slap in the Face of Hitler’
From Holocaust Refugee to Rock’s Greatest Promoter
Holocaust Photos by Sioux City Soldier Recall Horror of Concentration Camp
Holocaust Center to host virtual events for Genocide Awareness Month
Holocaust & Humanity Center Hosts Digital Holocaust Survivor Speaker Series
Students learn history of Holocaust | In Class column
Chabad executive director becomes certified Holocaust educator
Violins of Hope shares a Holocaust survivor’s story and sounds | BenitoLink
Holocaust-era fiddle, via S.F., joins Violins of Hope – J.
Daughter of Holocaust survivors uses experiences, activism to inform 'Never Again is Now' film crew | Jewish Press of Pinellas County
News | Misericordia University: Holocaust survivors' son to keynote 'Pledge to Preserve Human Dignity in Health Care' program
Son of Holocaust survivor opens Wexford County property to families
Maybe the Survivor’s Daughter Could Survive
Remarkable history of Holocaust Torah at Chabad of La Costa - San Diego Jewish World
In 'The Yellow Bird Sings,' A Mother-Daughter Bond Is Tested In 1941 Poland
In 'The Yellow Bird Sings,' a child bears witness to hope and horror
Zane Buzby and 'The Other Holocaust' | Jewish Journal
Putting Holocaust denial on trial with Prof. Deborah Lipstadt - Radio

‘Soldier in art’ Arthur Szyk blasted tyranny in stunning works of graphic art

Cerabino: Former Spanish River High principal in denial about Holocaust excuse

Why Holocaust Fiction?

Library preparing for traveling Holocaust exhibit

New Director of Cohen Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies Announced - News - Keene State College

Old Greenwich student shares story of his grandparents escape in Holocaust program

Young Must Learn About Holocaust

Survivor teaches students in Shoah documentary

Holocaust survivors book must-buy

Looking Back at How Comics Have Grappled With Nazis and the Holocaust

Holocaust Documentary ‘Determined’ to Be Aired Virtually at Garden State Film Festival

Why Director Jonathan Jakubowicz Wanted To Tell A More Uplifting Holocaust Story With ‘Resistance’

Netflix will stream film starring Sophia Loren as a Holocaust survivor

Young NY Hasidic woman reboots life in secular Berlin in Netflix’s ‘Unorthodox’

In 'Unorthodox,' A Religious Woman Leaves Her Marriage And Her Past Behind

Jewface and the Nazi gaze: Why Amazon’s ‘Hunters’ fails (Alma)

Amazon's 'Hunters' Exaggerates The Atrocities Of The Holocaust. It Shouldn't

Nazi-Hunting Series Goes Overboard

‘Hunters’ Plays Unacceptable Games with the Truth

Amazon's 'Hunters' hinders our efforts to tell the story of the Shoah

Amazon's Nazi-hunters show should be nixed, says Holocaust foundation

Amazon bans sale of most editions of Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf

Amazon Finally Bans Nazi Propaganda, Hitler Books

Amazon Bans Mein Kampf, Removes Hitler’s Author Page

Amazon Bans, Then Reinstates, Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’

Brief / Amazon reverses ban, still selling Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’

The Art of Silence

Now streaming, film shows mime Marceau saved kids from unspeakable Nazi horrors

BIFF film review: ‘Euphoria of Being’ chronicles Holocaust survivor’s journey to the stage

Chicago-based filmmaker’s ‘Saul & Ruby, To Life!’ follows founders of the Holocaust Survivor Band
Going big: South Orange producer seeks $40 million for Holocaust film

‘The Plot Against America’ Explains How Genocide ‘Can Happen Here’ Says Producer

The real history behind HBO’s ‘The Plot Against America’

National anxieties and doomsday scenarios in HBO’s ‘Plot’ - JNS.org

Eastern Florida State to Present Holocaust Remembrance Play 'Contact with the Enemy' April 8

ROCO concert of music from the Holocaust finds beauty in horror

Holocaust Survivor’s Daughter Recounts Father’s Story in New Book

Author Discusses Her 'Post-Holocaust Memoir'

Son Of Holocaust Survivors Releases New Book About His Parents Accounts' Living The The Gruesome Genocide

Novel: Time-traveling teens save Shoah victims

Ensemble Theatre’s 'Kindertransport' tells Holocaust story

This Is What Happens When a Bunch of Non-Jews Make a Holocaust Movie

'Unorthodox' Remembers Atrocities Of The Past While Stepping Bravely Into The Future

Oxford Hills students take on roles of teachers of the Holocaust

The Holocaust And The Humanity Of A People

From Swastika Selfies to Lessons on Nazism

White supremacists encouraging their members to spread coronavirus to cops, Jews, FBI says

She Was Excited For a New School. Then the Anti-Semitism 'Jokes' Started

An ancient virus unleashes a new pandemic of hate

We Once Fought Jihadists. Now We Battle White Supremacists.

White Supremacy Goes Green

We need to keep truckers on the road

Vatican

Vatican Open Archives of World War II – Era Pope Pius XII

Vatican opens archives of Holocaust-era Pope

What the Vatican's Secret Archives Are About to Reveal - The Atlantic

The Vatican opens its secret archives after decades of controversy

The Vatican unseals secret archive on Holocaust-era Pope Pius XII

Scholars get ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ look at Vatican WWII papal archive

Opinion: An important step | DW | 02.03.2020

The ratlines: What did the Vatican know about Nazi escape routes? | DW | 01.03.2020
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PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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